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CONVEYANCE BY TRUSTEE

In 1925 the Legislature of Texas enacted a law1 "for the protection of those dealing with trustees"2 where the trust is secret or the beneficiaries undisclosed. Briefly, this statute provides that where a conveyance to a trustee does not disclose the fact of the trust or where it does not name the beneficiaries, a later conveyance by the trustee to third parties cannot be questioned by the beneficiaries. The present discussion is intended to point out any significant modification of common law rules. It is also intended to bring to light the method employed by the courts of this state in limiting the application of said statute, which, literally construed, could have led to unconscionable results.

The Common Law Doctrine

Where a trustee sells trust property to a third person and the sale is not in breach of trust, the purchaser holds the property free of the trust.3 Since the trustee has acted properly in the exercise of powers conferred upon him, neither he nor the beneficiary can set aside the sale. This rule also applies to a mortgage, or pledge, or lease of trust property properly made by the trustee in the exercise of his powers.4 In these cases the status of the transferee as a bona fide purchaser for value does not come into question.

---

1 Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. (Vernon 1925), Art. 7425a, was re-enacted verbatim in the Texas Trust Act of 1943, article 7425b-8. The article reads as follows: "Where a trust is created but is not contained or declared in the conveyance to the trustee or when a conveyance or transfer is made to a trustee without disclosing the names of the beneficiary the trustee shall be held to have the power to convey or transfer or encumber the title and whenever he shall execute and deliver a conveyance or transfer or encumbrance of such property, as trustee, such conveyance or transfer or encumbrance shall not thereafter be questioned by anyone claiming as a beneficiary under such trust or by anyone claiming by, through, or under an undisclosed beneficiary, provided that none of the trust property in the hands of said trustee shall be liable for personal obligations of said trustee."

2 This is the purpose as set forth in the caption of House Bill No. 143 which became article 7425a.

3 Scott, Trusts § 283 (1939).

4 Restatement, Trusts § 283 (1935).
is only when the trustee commits a breach of trust in making a transfer that it becomes important to consider whether the transferee is a bona fide purchaser. An innocent purchaser is generally preferred as against the owner of a merely equitable interest. The presumption is that the purchaser takes the property unencumbered by any equitable interest, which is rebutted by a showing that he did not pay value, or that he had actual or constructive notice that the property was impressed with a trust.

Early in the common law it was said:

“If my trustee conveys the land to a third person who well knows that the trustee holds for my use, I shall have a remedy in Chancery against both of them as well as the buyer as against the trustee for in conscience he buys my land.”

Subsequently, it was settled that a purchaser with notice takes subject to the trust. Not only must the vendee have been ignorant that the property was subject to a trust in order to take clear title, but he also must have been ignorant of any circumstances which would have put an ordinary prudent person upon inquiry which would have led to discovery of the trust. Of course, if the conveyance contained recitals which indicated that the grantee was but a trustee, the purchaser from him was put upon notice of that fact; and neither such purchaser nor any subsequent purchaser who proffered the trust instrument as a link in his chain of title could be regarded as an innocent purchaser. For example, if A

---

8 For a discussion of what constitutes notice, see 2 Scott, Trusts §§ 296 and 297 (1939); Restatement, Trusts §§ 296 and 297 (1935); 4 Bocert, Trusts and Trustees § 893 (1935).
9 Anonymous, Y. B. 11 Edw. IV, f.8, pl.13 (1471), translated Maitland, Selected Essays 166 (1936).
10 Where, at time legal title to land was acquired, claimant of an undivided half interest in land was living on the land, the holder of legal title was not an innocent purchaser, Cluck v. Sheets, 141 Tex. 219, 171 S. W. (2d) 860 (1943).
11 One purchasing land is charged with notice of the terms of the recorded deed
transferred to T, “trustee,” and T conveyed to B, then B was under a duty to make inquiry whether the transferor was in fact a trustee, and, if so, the extent of his authority. If reasonable diligence in the inquiry would have resulted in discovery that T breached his trust responsibilities B would not take free from the trust. Many other circumstances existed to put the vendee upon notice, such knowledge that the *cestui* was in possession of the land, that the vendor procured the property by means of a “sham sale”; that the purchase was made *pendente lite*; and that deed itself was in such form as to carry notice. It is to be noted, too, that a purchaser who accepts a quitclaim deed cannot claim the benefit of the innocent purchaser doctrine. Thus, it seems that if the purchaser had any substantial suspicion, or if he should have had reason to believe a trust existed, he was charged with the burden of using diligence in inquiring as to the existence of the trust, and as to its terms. The mere fact that beneficiaries were not named did not relieve the prospective purchaser from the common law burden of thorough investigation if there was even slight evidence that a trust existed. It is apparent that, prior to 1925, the purchaser from a trustee was on shaky ground. Of course, this strict rule caused much inconvenience, and many business transactions failed to materialize into profitable undertakings due to an understandable caution on the part of the prospective grantee.

---

12 For a collection of circumstances which would put a purchaser upon inquiry see 4 BOGERT, TRUSTS AND TRUSTEES, § 895 (1935).
14 Cuney v. Dupree, Adm'r., 21 Tex. 211 (1858); McClenny v. Floyd’s Adm’r., 10 Tex. 159 (1853).
15 Silliman v. Gano, 90 Tex. 637, 39 S. W. 559, 40 S. W. 391 (1897).

There were only a few defenses that a purchaser could rely upon for protection from attack by the beneficiary. Mainly, they were (1) a bona fide lack of notice of existence of the trust; (2) where inquiry would not lead to discovery of the breach of the trust even though circumstances placed the purchaser on inquiry,\textsuperscript{18} or (3) where the beneficiary may be estopped by his acts from attacking the transfer.\textsuperscript{19} In many states the burden of proof in an action by the beneficiary against the purchaser rests upon the purchaser.\textsuperscript{20} But the rule is well settled in Texas, not affected by Article 7524a, that the \textit{cestui que trust}, or claimant of an equitable title as against a subsequent purchaser of legal title, assumes the burden of proving that the latter was not an innocent purchaser for value.\textsuperscript{21}

\textbf{The Effect of the Statute upon the Common Law}

Statutes in several states seem merely to state that the record of a conveyance to a trustee is constructive notice of the existence and terms of the trust, but that if the fact of the trust does not appear on the record of the real property conveyances, it is cut off by a conveyance to a bona fide purchaser. In other states statutes expressly provide that where a trust in relation to real property is mentioned in the instrument creating the estate, every transfer or other act of the trustees, in contravention of the trust, is void.\textsuperscript{22}

In Texas, however, the tendency is opposed to the above mentioned statutes. Again, the Texas enactment provides in substance that, if a deed runs to "T, trustee" or "T, as trustee," without more, a subsequent buyer of the property from T, or a successor

\textsuperscript{18} Possession of realty is not notice to a purchaser of a claim of the possessor, if inquiry of the possessor would not have disclosed his claim. Downing v. Jeffrey, 195 S. W. (2d) 696 (Tex. Civ. App. 1946) \textit{writ of error refused}.

\textsuperscript{19} Dunn v. Second Nat. Bank, 131 Tex. 198, 113 S. W. (2d) 165 (1938).

\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Bogert, Trusts} § 153 (1942).


\textsuperscript{22} Statutes in other states are discussed in \textit{4 Bogert, Trusts and Trustees} § 893 (1935).
of T, is entitled to assume either that the words "trustee" or "as trustee" were surplusage and did not indicate a real trust, so that T took an absolute title for his own benefit, or that T had power to sell and properly executed that power in any deed he gave. Therefore, Article 7425a did not merely codify the common law rule. A very definite modification resulted from its enactment, which was intended to expedite heretofore slow and tedious land conveyances. As demonstrated by *Gulf Production Company v. Continental Oil Company* this change has become firmly embedded in Texas law. In that case Turner and wife executed an oil and gas lease to Joiner, as trustee, without disclosing for whose benefit Joiner held. The notary who took the acknowledgment of the conveyance was a beneficiary of the trust who had previously acquired a beneficial interest in all leases thereafter to be acquired by Joiner. Plaintiffs claimed under this lease. After setting forth Article 7425a the court said:

"Prior to 1925 the rule prevailed in this state that subsequent purchasers of property which had been conveyed to a trustee were legally bound to ascertain who were the beneficiaries in the trust conveyance. This placed quite a burden upon those who acquired property from a trustee. Under the plain provisions of the above statute, where the conveyance was from Turner and wife to Joiner, as trustee, without disclosing for whose benefit Joiner held as trustee, the defendants in error could purchase from Joiner, as trustee, without being charged with constructive notice of Birdwell’s interest, if any, in the property."

More operative facts seem to be required now to put a purchaser upon legal notice than merely his awareness or suspicion that a trust exists. The statute expressly states that where the conveyance to the trustee contains the trust or that the beneficiaries be named, the purchaser can be subjected to the claim that he had

---

23 Article 7425a is not applicable if rights of parties were fixed by contracts long before enactment of the statute. *McWhorter v. Oliver* 2 S. W. (2d) 281 (Tex. Civ. App. 1927) *writ of error dismissed.*


notice of the infirmity and thus did not acquire clear title. Does that imply that no other fact or circumstance could operate to prevent the purchaser from taking good title? An examination of Texas court decisions indicates a negative answer.

**THE EFFECT OF COURT DECISIONS UPON THE STATUTE**

Texas courts discovered that a literal application of the statute would lead to worse results than those which the Legislature sought to change. Some limitation was obviously necessary. So, in *Grand Court of the Order of Calanthe of Texas v. Ebeling* the court held that since the beneficiary was in possession and the amount of consideration between grantor and grantee tended to show that the grantor held title in trust, the grantee was thereby put on notice and took subject to the trust. A similar decision was rendered in *Cage v. F. P. Eastburn and Company* where it was held that the purchaser did not acquire title as against minor beneficiaries under Article 7425a even though the trust was not contained nor were the names of beneficiaries disclosed in the conveyance to the trustee because such purchaser had both actual and constructive notice of the breach of trust. The rationale of such decisions is very well summed up in *Woodall v. Adams*, where the court stated:

"It could hardly be thought that the Legislature, in passing the Act, intended it as a protection to one who might accept a conveyance from one whom he knows holds legal title thereto as trustee for another without joinder of the cestui que trust."

The rule has also been announced that if a beneficiary resides on the premises for a substantial period and in obvious possession at the time the trustee attempts to convey, the purchaser takes with notice and subject to the trust. The statute modified the common

---

law rule, and now it seems that the courts have modified the statute. However, these decisions do not defeat the purpose for which the statute was enacted; that is, "to protect those dealing with trustees" because in each case the purchaser actually knew that the grantor was a trustee and either knew or should have known that trust responsibilities were being violated.

It is fair enough to charge the immediate buyer of realty from a trustee under a known trust with the duty of inquiry as to powers of the trustee and the execution thereof; while, at the same time, permitting good faith purchasers to acquire clear title under the statute without placing the common law burden upon them of ascertaining hidden details.\(^3\) Article 7425a has had the effect of forcing real estate trusts into the open. On the other hand, courts have found it necessary to limit its application to situations involving good faith purchasers because otherwise it could be used as a tool in perpetrating fraud upon the beneficiary of a trust and thus defeat the purpose of its enactment.

Raymond A. Williams, Jr.

\(^3\) Tex. Rev. Civ. Stat. (Vernon, 1925) art. 7425b, enacted at the same time as Article 7425a and reenacted verbatim in Texas Trust Act of 1943, Article 7425b-9, absolves anyone who in good faith pays money to a trustee from the necessity of seeing that the money is properly applied and is not misappropriated by the trustee. Prior to enactment of this article the decisions were to the same effect. Cooper v. Manek 166 S. W. 58 (Tex. Civ. App. 1914) writ of error refused; Rogers v. Jones, 35 S. W. 812 (Tex. Civ. App. 1896).